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Abstract
In this work, two all-fiber loop mirrors using a clover microstructured fiber for the simultaneous measurement
of temperature and strain are presented. The sensing heads are formed by a short piece of clover
microstructured fiber with 35 mm and 89 mm length respectively. The geometry of the fiber allowed
observing different interferences created by the microstructured fiber core section. Different sensitivities to
temperature and strain were obtained and, using a matrix method, it is possible to discriminate both physical
parameters. Resolutions of ±2ºC and ±11 µε for the first structure and ±2.3ºC and ±18 µε for the second one,
for temperature and strain, respectively, were attained.
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1. Introduction
Fiber Loop Mirrors (FLMs) are very attractive structures to be used in several applications such as
wavelength filters and sensors [1]-[3]. In a FLM, two interfering waves counter-propagate through the same
fiber and are exposed to the same environment. FLMs made of highly birefringent fiber (HiBi-FLM) have
several advantages, including input polarization independence and high extinction ratio. Besides the
gyroscope application, various kinds of sensors based on FLMs have been realized [3], such as temperature
sensors [2], [4], strain sensors [5], [6], pressure sensors, liquid level sensors [7], biochemical sensors, UV
detection [8] and multiparameter measurement [9]–[11].
On the other hand, optical fiber sensors based on intermodal interference between core and cladding modes
have some interesting features when compared with other sensing concepts, including small size, fast

response time, high resolution and sensitivity, and low cost [12], [13]. Different solutions to obtain all-fiber
intermodal interference in microstructured fibers are reported in published literature such as using a
polarization maintaining fiber [14], [15] or a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [16] among others. In particular,
the combination of the FLM topological layout with the multimodal interferometric sensing concept is an
attractive approach which was the focus of the research presented here.
In this work, two different lengths of clover microstructured fibers with a central rectangular silica region
containing an air hole defect have been inserted into a fiber loop mirror configuration. Owing to the use of
this special clover microstructured fiber as transducer, four disctint interferometric contributions have been
generated, associated with the presence of two embedded cores combined with birefringence. The use of this
configuration allows the simultaneous characterization of the system both in strain and temperature, showing
different sensitivities.

2. Experimental setup
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup containing a broadband light source (BBS), a fiber loop mirror (FLM)
and an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) with 0.1 nm resolution. The broadband light used to illuminate the
sensing head has 100 nm bandwidth at the 1550 nm window.
The first FLM was formed by a 3dB optical coupler with low insertion loss and a small clover
microstructured fiber section with 35 mm length that was spliced in the two output ports [17]. Two
polarization controllers (PC1 and PC2) were also applied to control the interference obtained by the fiber. For
the second FLM, a clover microstructured fiber section with 89 mm length was used.
The clover microstructured fiber, with a diameter of ~200 µm, was fabricated at IPHT and presents four
holes, each one with a diameter of about ~30 µm. Defined by these holes there is a central silica region,
approximately rectangular (~15.2×11.82 µm2), with an inside rectangular air-hole with dimensions of ~
6.76×3.38 µm2. This air feature has a size that turns it more than a defect in the light propagation along the
silica region, fairly splitting it in two cores. This was confirmed by a theoretical analysis of the light
propagation in the structure, as shown in Fig 1(b). Indeed, the light field is mostly concentrated in these cores,
with some variation depending on the polarization of light. Therefore, this guiding structure exhibits
birefringence. The consequence of these features when the fiber is inserted in the loop mirror is a
birefringence interferometer associated with each core, i.e., the presence of four disctint interferometric
contributions for the output signal.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the sensing system (a photograph of the clover microstructured fiber is also shown).
(b) modeling of the light propagation in the microstructured fiber for two orthogonal polarizations.

3. Experimental results
Figure 2 illustrates the spectral response of the first fiber loop sensor structure. As expected, it is a complex
one in face of the several interference terms, originating beating phenomena. The fringes identified in Figure
2 as λL are associated with the standard fiber loop mirror channeled spectrum, while λB is attributed to
birefringence effects. Indeed, it was calculated this microstructured fiber to have a birefringence of ~10-4 and,
due to the reduced fiber length, only one peak is observed in the wavelength range 1500-1600 nm. Also, it
was observed the feature λB be highly sensitive to the polarization state of the light. The presence of two cores
introduces the extra degrees of freedom responsible for the additional beating effects observed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Output spectrum response of the fiber loop sensing structure using a clover microstructured fiber section with
(a) 35 mm or (b) 89 mm length.

Both structures were characterized in strain at room temperature and also in temperature when no strain is
applied. Fig. 3 shows the spectral shift of λL and λB when the first structure is subjected to strain. The result

shows different linear responses of (λB) and (λL) with slope sensitivities of -1.78 pm/µε and -1.49 pm/µε,
respectively. The photo-elastic effect is dominant then a negative response was observed.
Figure 4 shows the temperature response of the first structure and a linear behavior was also obtained. The
sensitivities are 38.4pm/ºC and 6.6pm/ºC for (λL) and (λB) respectively. A positive response is observed due
to high dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient (pure silica).

Figure 3. Wavelength shift as a function of strain change
for the wavelengths λL and λB (first structure).

Figure 4. Wavelength shift as a function of temperature
change for the wavelengths λL and λB (first structure).

In order to sense the strain change ∆ε and temperature change ∆T, independent and simultaneously, the
wavelength shifts ∆λB and ∆λL, were recorded by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). These quantities can
be expressed in terms of the strain change ∆ε and temperature change ∆T as follows:
∆ߣ ሺߝ, ܶሻ = ܭఌ ∆ߝ + ்ܭ ∆ܶ

(1)

where i = B , L . One can observe that KT and Kε are distinct when monitoring λB or λL, enabling the
simultaneous measurement methodology which yields two linear equations whose matrix form is:
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where KεB, KεL and KTB, KTL are respectively the strain and temperature sensitivities associated with λB and
λL. In order to efficiently discriminate the temperature and the strain contributions, the matrix of coefficients
K must be well conditioned. The relative values ∆ε and ∆T are obtained by the following equation:
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where the wavelength shifts ∆λL and ∆λB are expressed in picometers (pm), the strain variation (∆ε) in
microstrain (µε) and the temperature variation (∆T) in Celsius degrees (ºC).
When the spread of the data shown in Figures 3 and 4 is taken into consideration for the evaluation of the
slopes (sensitivities) uncertainties, it turns out fluctuations with rms amplitudes of ±2 ºC and ±11 µε for
temperature and strain, respectively, which can be considered the resolutions obtained with this structure
when implementing measurement of these two parameters simultaneously.
This process was also carried out for the second structure, the one with a clover microstructured fiber section
with 89 mm. Fig. 5 shows the spectral shift of λL and λB when the second structure is subjected to strain.
Once again the result shows different linear responses of (λB) and (λL) with slope sensitivities of -2.12 pm/µε
and -1.74 pm/µε, respectively. On the other hand, Fig. 6 shows the temperature response of the second
structure and again a linear behavior was obtained. The sensitivities are 15.37pm/ºC and 8.95pm/ºC for (λB)
and (λL) respectively. In this case, the relative values ∆ε and ∆T are obtained by the following equation:
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In this case, the root-mean-square deviations relative to the applied values are ±2.3 ºC and ±18 µε for
temperature and strain, respectively.
Comparing these values with those derived from a smaller length of clover microstructured fiber, it seems the
shorter option is favorable from the measurand resolution side, which goes in line with a better readout
stability and sensor compactness. But eventually most relevant to emphasize is what results from the
combination of the configuration fiber loop mirror with modal interferometry implemented with
microstructured optical fibers, i.e., a large level of design flexibility permitting to tailor the sensor operation
to specific requirements associated with a targeted application. This is always an added value characteristic
emphasizing the attractiveness of this fiber optic sensing head proposal.

Figure 5. Wavelength shift as a function of strain change
for the wavelengths λL and λB (second structure).

Figure 6. Wavelength shift as a function of temperature
change for the wavelengths λL and λB (second structure).

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, two different all-fiber loop mirrors using a clover microstructured fiber for simultaneous
measurement of temperature and strain have been reported. The clover fiber has a rectangular core with an
air-hole defect and this structure in the ring layout originates interference features that show different
sensitivities to strain and temperature. Applying the matrix method it was possible to discriminate both
parameters. For the small length sensor, resolutions of ±2 ºC and ±11 µε for temperature and strain were
obtained, values that become ±2.3 ºC and ±18 µε for the sensing structure with higher length of
microstructured fiber. Therefore, from the resolution side the consideration of a small length of sensing fiber
is advantageous; the same can be said when addressing the sensor readout stability and compactness.
The proposed sensing head combines features which result from the fiber loop mirror layout with those
associated with modal interferometry supported by special fibers. This means added degrees of freedom are
present which permits the tailoring of structures of this type to specific sensing requirements.
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Resolution values as low as ±2 ºC and ±11 µε

